
Release Notes for 11/23/2021

WISEid/WISEstaff

Production Release

Feature Title Notes

WISEid: Suffix change requests still being

created
Fixed issue where suffix only

changes were still being created

in some cases. Now, the only

change events that will trigger a

Change Request are changes to

first name, middle name, birth

date and/or Entity ID.

WISEid: Update filters when viewing “Action

Needed” notifications
Fixed an issue where viewing a

“Change Request Action Needed -

Student/Staff Data” notification

was not applying the correct

filters when accessing it from the

Notification Inbox and going to

the Change Request page.

WISEstaff: Lifetime licenses are not showing

as active licenses
Fixed issues where Licensing

Downloads were not showing all

staff as they should for some

districts. We have identified

another future fix to ignore staff

with an invalid Entity ID which is

currently breaking the download.

We are contacting districts who

are affected to remove the invalid

Entity IDs.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1qn_B0npKaNpSW-nq3XJ_U-tRMM6T4_5HLB5Nj6PogTE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1qn_B0npKaNpSW-nq3XJ_U-tRMM6T4_5HLB5Nj6PogTE/edit?usp=sharing


WISEstaff: Validation warnings are

regenerating after acknowledgment
Validation warnings 4212 and

4213 were generating duplicates

when the user did manual edits to

the assignment in the application.

We have fixed this so it won’t

happen and also removed the

duplicates so only one valid

message per person remains.

WISEstaff: Public Aggregate Staff Report

not sorting alphabetically
Fixed sorting by hiring agency

issue in the Public Aggregate Staff

Report

WISEstaff: Prevent excessive file size

uploads
We have limited file uploads to

these maximum sizes to prevent

upload faults: WISEid Person

Uploads - 10MB, which is about

100k records; Contract and

Assignment Uploads - 2MB, which

is about 35,000 records.

WISEstaff: Exclude agencies from statewide

validation job if no assignments or contracts

exist for the current school year

We have modified our nightly job

that runs the WISEstaff validation

to skip districts if there are no

contracts and assignments for the

hiring agency. This will speed up

performance and next year you

should not see validation

messages until you start loading

contracts and assignments.

WISEstaff: HOTFIX: Acknowledged

warnings are reverting to unacknowledged

after refreshing data validation

Previously released as a hotfix to

retain acknowledgment status on

acknowledged warnings.

WISEstaff: Improve handling of out-of-range

grades on Edit Assignment page
Confirming that previous reports

of out-of-range grades not



displaying on the Edit Assignment

page have been resolved and now

any invalid grades that are

uploaded will display but will be

grayed out when the grade is not

valid for the selected school or

LEA.


